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ANYWAY SOFA SYSTEM

After five years of evolution, we believe that we have developed 

a uniquely dynamic and streamlined process which results in 

interesting, relevant and attractive furniture for our times. 

Our new Anyway Sofa is the perfect example.

 

With a carefully considered and engineered selection of 

elements, the Anyway Sofa System can be built in a wide range 

of configurations. It can accommodate internal and external 

bends of both 30deg and 90deg. A high level of comfort is 

achieved through its sprung and angled seat, together with a 

contoured backrest – which can be high or low as desired. 

With two options for seat height, and a variety of leg finishes 

in wood and metal, the Anyway Sofa will adapt perfectly to any 

requirement, allowing you maximum flexibility when furnishing 

your space. Slim and streamlined, the seating modules will snake 

through any environment – reception areas, restaurants, hotel 

lobbies, and more. And always with an air of natural panache.

 

We see the Anyway Sofa as a tool for generating the most out 

of a space, when and wherever you are in need of some elegant, 

comfortable contemporary seating.

Chris Martin(Designer) and Magnus Elebäck(CEO)
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2. SEAT HEIGHT

Choose between 46 or 42cm seat 
height. Fast moving, high traffic 
environments may benefit from the 
higher alternative. A more relaxed 
lounge experience will be achieved 
with the lower.

4. SIDE PANELS

The side panel incorporates the 
armrest and is the perfect way to 
“close” your sofa. Alternatively 
omit this component and leave your 
sofa open ended.

3. BACKREST

The Anyway sofa comes with two 
options for backrest height. Choose 
more privacy with the high back, go 
for airy transparency and openness 
with the low version or combine 
both expressions in the same sofa.

1. THE PLAN

The Anyway sofa adapts itself to 
follow interior walls — or creates 
dynamic freestanding islands. 
Use our 3D and 2D CAD files to 
configure your interior space in 
plan view.

5. MATERIALS

The Anyway sofa works well with 
a wide variety of fabrics, 
including our standard range. It 
can be complemented with legs in 
a selection of wood and metal 
finishes.

ANYWAY – STEP BY STEP

The Anyway sofa system is highly adaptable and has the 

ability to blend in or stand out in any environment, as desired. 

These key points will help you to achieve your vision — 

whichever that may be… 
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ANYWAY 3 SEATER SOFA (AN-03)
Low back, upholstered sofa with 

legs in wood and metal.
W:192 D:70 H:76/80 SH:42/46

ANYWAY LEG SET (SC-431)
Available in wood or 

metal. To be used with 42cm 
seat height sections.

ANYWAY FRONT LEG (SC-434)
External corner leg in wood 
or metal. To be used with 
46cm seat height sections.

ANYWAY LEG SET (SC-432)
Available in wood or 

metal. To be used with 46cm 
seat height sections.

ANYWAY BACK LEG (SC-435)
Internal corner leg in wood 
or metal. To be used with 
42cm seat height sections.

ANYWAY SIDE PANEL 
(SC-463/SC-464)

Upholstered side panel 
to be used with high back 

sections.

ANYWAY FRONT LEG (SC-433)
External corner leg in wood 
or metal. To be used with 
42cm seat height sections.

ANYWAY BACK LEG (SC-436)
Internal corner leg in wood 
or metal. To be used with 
46cm seat height sections.

ANYWAY SIDE PANEL 
(SC-461/SC-462)

Upholstered side panel 
to be used with low back 

sections.

ANYWAY ARMCHAIR (AN-05)
Low back, upholstered 

armchair with legs in wood 
and metal. W:72 D:70 H:76/80 

SH:42/46

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-445)
Low back, straight 65cm 
section. W:65 D:70 H:49

ANYWAY 2 SEATER SOFA (AN-01)
Low back, upholstered sofa with 

legs in wood and metal.
W:132 D:70 H:76/80 SH:42/46

ANYWAY 3 SEATER SOFA (AN-04)
High back, upholstered sofa with 

legs in wood and metal.
W:192 D:73 H:111/115 SH:42/46

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-444)
High back, straight 180cm section.

W:180 D:73 H:83

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-441)
Low back, straight 120cm section.

W:120 D:70 H:49

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-443)
Low back, straight 180cm section.

W:180 D:70 H:49

ANYWAY ARMCHAIR (AN-06)
High back, upholstered 
armchair with legs in 

wood and metal. W:72 D:73 
H:111/115 SH:42/46

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-446)
High back, straight 65cm 
section. W:65 D:73 H:83

ANYWAY 2 SEATER SOFA (AN-02)
High back, upholstered sofa with 

legs in wood and metal.
W:132 D:73 H:111/115 SH:42/46

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-442)
High back, straight 120cm section.

W:120 D:73 H:83

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-449)
Low back, external 30° section.

W:163 D:89 (102) H:49

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-450)
High back, external 30° section.

W:163 v D:92 (105) H:83

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-451)
Low back, internal 90° section.
W:168 (120) D:133 (120) H:49

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-452)
High back, internal 90° section.
W:172 (123) D:137 (123) H:83

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-453)
Low back, external 90° section.
W:155 (110) D:127 (110) H:49

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-454)
High back, external 90° section.
W:155 (110) D:123 (110) H:83

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-448)
High back, internal 30° section.

W:167 D:92 (106) H:83

ANYWAY SECTION (SC-447)
Low back, internal 30° section.

W:165 D:89 (105) H:49
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